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The incompatibility theorem (IT) stating that radial stability and phase stability cannot be obtained simultaneously in
the linac accelerating field has been used to argue that special focusing devices are indispensable in any linac. As later
several self-focusing systems evolved some limitations were introduced in the theorem. However, a number of implicit IT
assumptions remained unnoticed. This paper presents an analysis of the various proofs and" illustrative" interpretations
of the IT (e.g., the proof using the Earnshaw theorem and McMillan's proof) to identify both its explicit and implicit
assumptions. In particular, each of the proofs assumes the accelerating field amplitude to be flat along the linac. As soon
as this assumption is abandoned the feasibility of simultaneous radial and phase stabilities becomes apparent in a tilted-
field linac. It is noted in passing that the traditional definition of the equivalent traveling wave (the" accelerating wave")
lacks rigorousness and a new definition of such a wave obviating the Fourier decomposition is suggested. The difference
between the concept of stability and the concept of focusing/bunching is emphasized to show that the stability criteria
commonly used may in general be avoided in the accelerating structure.
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Symbols
g = (f3 - f3s)/f3s-relative velocity deviation
Eg-peak axial electric field
Ew---axial field amplitude in the equivalent traveling wave
Ez-instantaneous longitudinal electric field
k; and kv-gradients of transverse forces averaged over one structure period
L-Iengih of one structure period
~Pr-increment of transverse momentum
v-axial velocity
V -dimensionless axial velocity [see reference (11)J
~W -energy gain per gap
x and y-_transverse positions
f3 -longitudinal velocity related to the speed of light
8-rf angle of flight
¢-rf phase referred to the cosine peak (¢ increases with time and is higher for lagging particles)
t/J-deviation from synchronous phase
Subscripts
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Rl'Sv-radial and phase stabilities
1 INTRODUCTION
Many years ago radial (transverse) stability and
phase (longitudinal) stability were stated to be
basically incompatible in the linac accelerating
field without foils (grids) in the linac apertures.l"
McMillan's proof? of this incompatibility principle
is regarded as the most general (Ref. 3, p. 345;
Ref. 4, p. 21) and the principle itself is sometimes
referred to as the incompatibility theorem (IT)
or McMillan theorem." From the practical stand-
point, this incompatibility was thought of as the
indispensability of special focusing components
in any linear accelerator.
However definite the IT, attempts to get around it
were known both prior to and after this theorem was
explicitly formulated. As a result several types of
self-focusing systems evolved,-first in theory and
then in practice, using a quadrupolar field geom-
etry," an alternating synchronous phase,":" or a
backward wave.Y'!" This made it necessary to
look for loopholes 11 in the IT and to complement
the theorem with an ever-growing list of constraints.
Nevertheless, not all the basic assumptions bringing
the IT in conflict with reality have been recognized.
The aim of this paper is to re-examine the various
IT proofs since clear understanding and listing
of all the IT assumptions may be of certain tutorial
value. Also, an, attempt will be made to use the
ideas and methods of the various proofs to find
a physical explanation for the recently considered
effect 12,13 of combined radial and phase stabilities
(RPS) in a longitudinally growing rf field and,
therefore, for the relevant focusing effect.
2 EARNSHAW THEOREM VS
INCOMPATIBILITY
One of the early IT proofs appealed to the well-
known Earnshaw theorem stating the impossibility
of a potential well and, therefore, of charged-
particle stable equilibrium in an electrostatic
field.l" This proof evolves as follows: Acceleration
in a linac is represented as an effect of some equiva-
lent ("pure") traveling wave (ETW) and one goes
to a frame fixed to the synchronous particle.
Neglecting the relativistic and magnetic-field effects,
the electric fields in the accompanying frame are
said to be static or quasistatic. This justifies the
application of the Earnshaw theorem which leads
immediately to radial instability of the (synchro-
nous) particle since the latter rests longitudinally
in the accompanying frame.
Some restrictions on the applicability of this
proof have already been mentioned by its authors:
On the one hand, the acceleration rate must be
low enough in the energy range involved (generally
excluding low-energy regions from consideration).
On the other hand, the energy range in question
must be nonrelativistic. As a result only an inter-
mediate energy range (hitherto undefined in stricter
terms), ifanything, is left for the RPS incompatibility.
No less limiting is the reduction of the accelerating
process to an ETW effect. There is still another
significant limitation in this proof.
Let us suppose that the above constraints are
met and the rf field effect is reducible to the effect
of an electrostatic field in some accompanying
frame. What is essential is that this frame must be
inertial (or else inertial forces or some equivalent
thereof must be introduced). Then the accompany-
ing frame cannot be fixed to the synchronous
particle, the latter being (if even slowly) accelerated.
In an attempt to preserve the proof we shall take
an accompanying frame that moves at a constant
velocity coinciding with that of the synchronous
particle at some instant. The longitudinal com-
ponent of the Lorentz-transformed electric vector in
this frame equals its counterpart in the resting
frame. This nonzero field acts on the synchronous
particle to produce its longitudinal acceleration in
the accompanying frame. The acceleration of the
synchronous (phase-stable) particle by definition
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and essentially implies that all of the components
of div E
The use of Fourier decomposition to find the
ETW seems rather unnecessary. The only aim in
introducing the ETW is to simplify the study
through the replacement of a periodic motion by
smoother one (the "envelope") making it possible
to estimate rough features of motion (stability,
magnitude of oscillations, etc.). But the function
representing this ETW should not necessarily
be confined to a set of orthogonal functions
(including spatially periodic functions). It will
suffice if the residue due to ETW extraction out of
the actual field does not seriously impair the
analysis. Since a different type of function can
meet this requirement in each particular case, it
seems expedient to postulate the ETW as a
virtual wave satisfying the following requirements:
the wave velocity .must be equal or sufficiently
3 ON THE CONCEPT OF EQUIVALENT
TRAVELING WAVE
The problem of finding the ETW is usually confined to
standingwave linacs where field harmonics are relatively high.
In travelingwave linacs, on the contrary, these field harmonics
are neglected from the outset on the ground that their amplitudes
are negligibly small (Ref. 15, p. 32). While well justified for
structures uniformly loaded with a dielectric, this approach
can be misleading if applied to, say a disc-loaded waveguide
since the peak-field distribution in the latter may exhibit pro-
nounced periodicity similar to that in a drift-tube linac.' 7 Then
effects encountered in the accelerating gaps of the Alvarez
structure can exist in a disc-loaded waveguide resulting in an
ETW quite different from the basic traveling wave.
Yet it is the Earnshaw theorem that brings home
the fact that the accelerating field amplitude must
grow (or the synchronous phase must vary
respectively) to focus the particles being accelerated.
The representability of the accelerating field by a
"pure"!" or "equivalent traveling"!" wave (ETW)
is one of the basic assumptions of the above proof.
The ETW is commonly found as one of the spatial
Fourier harmonics of the accelerating field con-
sidered as spatially periodic. All the other ("an-
cillary") field harmonics are neglected by stating
that their integrals over one accelerating-structure
. period are each zero. However, this approach
faces certain difficulties. The acceleration process
deprives the accelerating structure of strict periodic-
ity. And, more to the point, the field can be tilted,
thereby adding to this nonperiodicity and producing






div E = 0
ct; 0 oEy 0
ox < '8Y < .
It follows from this and (2) that
oEz 0
->OZ
rules out longitudinal stability (i.e., stability along
the axis z)even though the field in the accompanying
frame is electrostatic.
It should be noted that spatial stability is
commonly identified with phase stability, i.e.,
stability in the time domain. But we have just seen
that these are actually different phenomena. While
being grouped in the phase (time) domain a set of
particles may diverge in space due to the growth
of their velocities (cars picking up speed likewise
recede from each other). Though being phase-
stable, these particles are spatially unstable due to
the build-up of their spatial oscillations so that the
phase-grouped bunch may be elongating.
Coming back to the Earnshaw theorem, this was
derived 14 from the Maxwell equation
is needed, in other words, the field must grow
longitudinally in both the accompanying and rest
frames. It has been mentioned that longitudinal
stability is not required and is in fact ruled out by
the acceleration itself. Thus one may use a longi-
tudinally (axially) growing field to ensure transverse
stability without impairing phase stability.
Summarizing, the proof using the Earnshaw
theorem
1) implies the existence of ETW,
2) assumes a low acceleration rate,
3) neglects relativistic effects,
4) neglects magnetic-field effects,
5) ignores the difference between phase stability
and spatial stability,
6) excludes any field tilt.
oEx + oEy + oEz = 0
ox oy OZ
cannot concurrently be of the same sign. If for
example the particle charge is taken positive then
transverse stability implies
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for any t greater than some to. This means that
deviation t/J from the stable synchronous phase
will never reach a certain upper limit. Then phase
deviation t/J* between these two trajectories,
It/J*(t) I == IcP2(t) - cPl(t)1 < 2M, (6)
also will not pass a certain limit, i.e., 2M. Similar
reasoning applies to the same pair of trajectories
in the space of any other phase-space coordinate
(in this case gl(t) and g2(t) where g == ([3 - [3s)/[3s
is relative deviation from synchronous velocity).
In other words any pair of functions, cPi(t) and
gi(t), i.e., any phase-space trajectory (say, 2) may
well be regarded as stable equilibrium with a time-
varying position. This corresponds to a conformal
close to the smoothed 18 velocity of the syn-
chronous particle; the longitudinal momentum
imparted by the ETW between any two adjacent
reference points (these may be the boundary
points of one accelerating-structure "period") must
be equal or sufficiently close to the actual mo-
mentum gained over the same length; the wave
velocity and amplitude as functions of the trans-
verse position must match the actual smoothed
velocity and acceleration rate of the synchronous
particle as functions of the same transverse
coordinates.
A wave satisfying all these requirements cannot,
in .general, exist in free space, if only because a
certain relationship between the wave phase
velocity and the transverse field distribution is
then implicitly imposed without taking due account
of the Maxwell equations. Hence an additional
assumption, namely that the ETW propagates in
a virtual medium with an equivalent dielectric
constant Be and equivalent permeability u; both of
which may vary in space and be anisotropic. It is
essential that these quantities should be accounted
for in the equations of motion. 13
Whatever the definition of the ETW, the choice
of its parameters is rather arbitrary. As an example
let us consider the problem of determining the
synchronous phase. First we assume a time-
invariant stable synchronous phase cPs to exist
in a given structure. Fromthe definition of stability
(Ref. 19, p. 46). for any pair of stable phase-space
trajectories 1 and 2 (Figure 1) corresponding to the
time-varying phases cPl(t) and cP2U), respectively,
there exists .~. constant M such Jh~t
It/Jl(t) I = IcPl(t) - cPs I < M,





FIGURE I Mapping of phase-space pattern with time-
invariant synchronous phase QJs (a) into phase-space pattern
with time-varying synchronous phase ¢; (b). Any position along
axis t/J* or g* in (b) is equal to the distance along axis t/J or g.
respectively. between the phase-space trajectory to be mapped
and the corresponding isochronous point of phase-space
trajectory 2. Trajectory 2 of (a) is then mapped into an equi-
librium point (t/J* = 0, g* = 0) of (b) while the equilibrium
point (t/J = 0, q = 0) of (a) is mapped into trajectory QJs of (b).
mapping of the original phase-space pattern
(Figure 1), under which phase-space trajectory
2(cP2(t),g2(t))(fromnowon called stable equilibrium)
becomes a point (0, 0) while any other trajectory
either surrounds or spirals in toward this point,
depending on the original phase-space pattern.
(For instance, the new synchronous phase will be a
periodic function of time if nonequilibrium phases
oscillate periodically in the original structure.)
It is seen that any accelerating structure with a
time-invariant synchronous phase may well be
regarded as having adifferent, time-varying syn-
chronous phase with the obviously unlimited
number of such phases.
An opposing example can be given. Consider the
well-known linac with alternating-phase focusing7
in which the synchronous phase is a periodic
function of time. By taking the accelerating-
structure period as made up of two adjacent unit
cells one obtains an ETW with a wavelength twice
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that in the original structure, and with a time-
invariant synchronous phase equal to the mean of
the two synchronous phases in these two unit
cells.
The conclusion is that any given accelerating
structure can be represented by a number of
different ETW's.
The definition ofETW given earlier in this section
obviates the difficulties due to the nonperiodicity
of both the actual field and the accelerating-
structure parameters. Quite a number of degrees
of freedom are available to construct this ETW, i.e.,
the wave amplitude, the wavelength, the wave phase
velocity, the synchronous phase, the equivalent
medium parameters, all.possibly variable in space.
This is why the above constraints on the ETW are
presumably satisfiable. Still one must bear in mind
that the existence of this novel ETW remains to be
proved and it may be non-unique.
4 McMILLAN'S PROOF
In view of possible doubt over the ETW existence
much credit has been given to McMillan's proof?
based on the most general field geometry. McMillan
departs from the Maxwell equations to find the
values (averaged over one accelerating-structure
period or "repeat length") of the "restoring forces"
(i.e.,the transverse forces Fx and Fy along the x and y
axes, respectively) and of their derivatives k; ==
- 8Fx/8x, k; == - 8Fy/8y (sometimes also called
"gradients of transverse forces"). This leads to
k k == ~ E I L _ 1- /32 . a(~W)
x + y . vT z 0 v2T ato '
where Ez(z) is instantaneous longitudinal electric
field at a given point, ~W is energy gain over one
accelerating-structure period, T is time of flight
of one structure period, v is particle velocity
along z, e is particle charge, and Land 0 refer to the
input and output of the structure period, re-
spectively.
By demanding that k; and k; be simultaneously
positive to provide for the focusing effect, the
quantity 8(~W)/8to be positive to provide for
phase stability, and the first right-hand term in
Eq. (7) be zero, the author of the proof infers
incompatibility between phase stability and focus-
ing. The only exception is attributed to the case
of grids or foils in the apertures, producing a non-
zero first right-hand term in Eq. (7).
McMillan's proof appeared in 1950 and as he stated, the proof
had been made in 1945. It is fair to note that already in 1938 Rose
published a proof?" of incompatibility between transverse and
phase stability in the cyclotron, with an underlying idea very
similar to McMillan's so that Rose's proof might well have been
extended to encompass the linac case.
McMillan asserted that his analysis was "a
general proof that the limitation [i.e., that phase
stability and first-order focusing are incompatible
in a simple linear accelerator without grids in the
path of the particles] exists in all cases" (first-order
focussing implied that the changes in velocity and
direction during one repeat length were neglected).
As was mentioned above, the "general" nature of
McMillan's proof has been widely recognized.
Initially it was thought21 that the disagreement
between radial and phase stabilities "is a funda-
mental one, and cannot be removed by artifice in
geometry." Later various limitations would be
introduced in this proof as new opportunities of
simultaneous RPS were discovered.
In fact, magnetic or electric quadrupolar focusing
was considered to be the first such limitation. 11.
Therefore, in the subsequent discussions of in-
compatibility one mentioned the accelerating rf
field "alone" excluding fields "other than the
accelerating field,"21 or the fields "produced by
other sources" (Ref. 15, p. 208), etc. More recently
it was noticed22 that incompatibility disappears
as soon as the second-order term in the character-
istic indices kx and k; becomes noticeable. However,
Ref. 22 maintained that incompatibility still held
with constant 8Ex/ax and its y-axis counterpart.
A monograph on focusing emphasized that "the
proof of the incompatibility theorem depends upon
the rotational symmetry of the field in the gaps"
(Ref. 5, p. 346) and that a gap "always has a de-
focusing effect whatever form the accelerating
field may have with rotational symmetry" since the
"velocity focusing" is "always far smaller than the
divergent effect resulting from the rf field" (Ref. 5,
p. 330). A monograph on linear accclcrators '"
stated that focusing could be achieved through the
"ancillary harmonics" of the rf field in which case
focusing would be of the alternating-gradient type
(Ref. 15, p. 208). Still some of the implicit assump-
tions present in McMillan's proof have passed
unheeded.
To begin with, the distinction between "purely
accelerating fields" and "other" fields (produced by
other sources, etc.) is highly conditional and is
insignificant for the equations of electro-dynamics
which underlie McMillan's proof. The origin of
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fields makes no difference for the particles. being
accelerated. What matters in this as well as in any
other known proof is that the static components
involved are implicitly taken to be zero. The entire
reasoning of any of the proofs fails as soon as this
premise is abandoned, disregarding the source of
the static components. Bearing this in mind we
shall confine our further discussion to fields with
sinusoidal time variation and zero de components.
Next we proceed to another and as we see it now,
the most conspicuous assumption, namely that
placing foils or grids in the beam path is the only
way to obtain a nonzero first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (7). Obviously, the quantity
Ez(L) - Ez(O) = Eg(L)cos cjJ(L) - Eg(O)cos cjJ(O)
can well be made nonzero by a suitable gap-to-gap
variation of Eg , e.g., by increasing Eg along the
linac. The same effect can also be achieved by
varying the sizes of drift tubes and/or gaps to
obtain an appropriate variation in the rf phases
corresponding to the flight of particle past the like
points (inputs, outputs, etc.) in different accelerating
gaps. This can be viewed as a variation of the ETW
amplitude and/or the synchronous phase along
the linac. In what follows this extended opportunity
will be implied whenever only spatial field variation
is mentioned. At this point the concept of the
accelerating-structure period becomes purely topo-
logical as it implies periodic repetition of the unit-
cell configuration and not necessarily of its
geometric or electric parameters.
We recall that the above conclusion concerning
the field growth is based on Eq. (7). It is in order to
return to the origin of this expression, for in
Mandelshtam's words, "the inclination to have
complete faith in a formula is widespread whereas
one must always be aware of the validity limits of
any given formula" (Ref. 23, p. 135). A more
detailed consideration of Eq. (7) makes it clear that
to begin with the basic quantities k; and k; were
obtained as partial derivatives of averaged forces
Fx and Fy with respect to x and y, respectively.
However, this differentiation is not legitimate since
both Fx and Fyare definite integrals, e.g.,
Fx = C~) L\Ex - {3Hy } dz, '
whereas x and yare current coordinates of a
particle. They (x and y) may be present implicitly
in the integrands but the integrals themselves do not
depend on either x or y since both x and yare
functions of z. Of course, each of the above in-
tegrals may be differentiated with respect to a
parameter whose part may be played by a fixed
(rather than current) value of x or y, let us say by
their values at the structure-period input x = Xo
and y = Yo. However, the factors ox/oxo and
oy/oYo representing the dependence of the current
position of the particle on its initial position
(x.,, Yo) must then appear in the integrands and
Fx and Fy will be functions of these initial values.
Having disregarded this fact, the author of the
proof found average forces along some line
(x = const, y = const) parallel to the axis and not
along the actual path of the particle. This explains
why the alternating-gradient effect mentioned in
Ref. 22 was lost in this consideration.
The expression
(8)
used in the proof is just as invalid and must
actually be replaced by
': = ~ - ~ (~ + x~ + y~) (9)
oz dz v at ox oy
where x = dx/dr, Y= dy/dt. As a result of using (8)
the transverse velocity terms are neglected while
being essentially the end point of the entire study.
Moreover, the partial derivatives of E; with respect
to x and y, present in these terms can be large if v
is small or the field curvature is large. In particular,
a large field curvature is characteristic of fields
inside grid meshes and it is this fact that invalidates
the proof in question when applied to structures
with grids or foils in the apertures. McMillan
attributed the focusing effect of a grid to "the
charge lying between the equilibrium path and the
displaced path." However, this explanation did not
follow from the proof. It is now seen that the
contradiction between the theorem and the grid
focusing can be ascribed to the fact that the
"gradient" of the actual average transverse force
may significantly differ from Eq. (7) due to a large
field curvature in the grid meshes so that comparison
of Eq. (7) with zero is not indicative of radial
stability.
Similar to the spatial coordinates the difference
between the current and initial time values is
ignored in differentiating the definite integral
LlW = e J~ E; dz which represents the energy
gain over one period. As a result the factor dt/dto
disappears from the integrand.
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Finally, the requirement a(1\W)/at o > 0 taken
as a prerequisite of phase stability is not actually
a necessary condition. Phase stability also depends
on aT/ato where T is the time of flight through
one accelerating-structure period. A case can be
easily visualized in which an increase in the
entrance time to is accompanied by a decrease in
the energy gain 1\W over the same period and
by a simultaneous decrease in T so that the net
phase stability is preserved. An example of this
was demonstrated in Ref. 12 where the gap time of
flight was greater that n radians and the gap input
and output phases fell under decelerating fields.
Taking into account McMillan's remarks, the
following limiting assumptions can be summarized
in his proof:
1) de field components are taken to be zero.
2) longitudinal velocity variations over one
period are neglected,
3) differentiation of definite integrals is carried
out with respect to current variables which are
functions of the variable of integration, leading to
the transverse forces integrated along an arbitrary
paraxial line rather than along the actual particle
path, and as a result the alternating-gradient
effect is lost,
4) the transverse velocity terms are likewise
neglected,
5) the field curvature is neglected,
6) the difference between the instantaneous
and initial time values is ignored when differentiat-
ing an integral with respect to time,
7) the constraint o(dW)joto > 0 is imposed
whereas this actually is not a necessary condition
of phase stability,
8) the possibility is ruled out of varying the
parameters of the accelerating-structure period
(i.e., the drift and gap time-of-flights, the field
amplitudes, etc.) along the linac.
For the present discussion it is essential that
abandonment of assumption Eq. (8) enables the
focusing effect in a tilted-field linac to be explained
with all the other assumptions intact.
5 OTHER REASONINGS IN FAVOR
OF INCOMPATIBILITY
In addition to the above proofs, RPS incompatibility
was argued on the basis of straightforward deriva-
tion of equations of motion either in the ETW or in
the actual acceleration field. Later it became clear 1 3
that in the ETW equations the aEw/az terms had
been ignored. Once these are taken into account, a
compatibility condition is obtained in the form 13
2
- q;~s < tan <Ps < 0, (10)
where <Ps is synchronous phase (referred to the
cosine peak so that it increases with time), ys is
Lorentz factor for the synchronous particle, qT =
1\Ew/Ew is relative increment of wave-amplitude
z-component per fJsA, fJs is ratio between syn-
chronous velocity and the speed of light, and A is
free-space wavelength.
Similarly, the possibility of obtaining simul-
taneous RPS in a standing-wave structure came to
light through a more detailed analysis of the
equations of motion. Here, the prerelativistic
compatibility condition becomes 24
-(4nKV)-1 < _q_v _
s cos <PsI cos <Pso
< f)gf)d(2nK~)-1
cos <Pso cos <PsI> 0
where <Pso and <PsI are input and output phases of
synchronous particle in the gap, respectively;
f)g and f)dare rf angles of flight across the gap and
the drift space, respectively; ~ = 2nlffofJs/(EgA) is
dimensionless velocity of synchronous particle;
lffo == moc2/e is rest energy; qv = 1 + 1\~/~0 is
relative velocity gain over one gap; ~ = sin <PSI -
sin <Pso; and K is periodicity number (the ratio
between the time of flight across one accelerating-
structure period and the rf period).
6 ILLUSTRATIVE INTERPRETATIONS
OF FOCUSING EFFECT IN TILTED
FIELD
A number of simplified "illustrative" interpre-
tations are known of the "inevitable" defocusing
in .the accelerating field under selfphasing condi-
tions. Curiously enough, the focusing effect in a
growing field can be explained in terms of the
same interpretations.
A. Traveling Wave Focusing
It has been mentioned earlier that on the basis of
the Earnshaw theorem the incompatibility was
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FIGURE 2 (a) Schematic drawing of drift-tube structure.
Each of the sections AC, BD, or AE may be taken as one
accelerating-structure period. (b) Direction of transverse mo-
mentum increments at gap inputs and outputs. (c) Explaining
the rf phase count adopted.
and a positive one (looking away from the axis)
are imparted to a particle respectively entering and
emerging from the gap. If the velocity change over
the gap is neglected (i.e., vo ~ vf) then the net
transverse momentum is positive (defocusing) due
to difference between cPo and cPf' this difference
determined by the requirement of phase stability.
However, the absolute magnitude of the output
defocusing momentum ~Prf may be smaller than
the input focusing momentum ~PrO due to a gain
in velocity (vf > vo), thereby giving rise to a net
focusing effect.
Referring to the first part of the net effect (i.e., to
that due to rf field time variation resulting in
cPo i= cP f) as the "dynamic effect", Ref. 26 maintains
that in linacs this effect represents "the defocusing
effect of the basic accelerating wave." On the other
hand, the effect due to the velocity gain (vf > vo) is
referred to as "static electric focusing" and is
claimed to determine the focusing action of the
entire accelerating field. (The alternating-gradient
type of effect, i.e., the one due to the product of
~PrO and ~Prf is considered negligible in Ref. 26.)
This consideration is used to infer that "there are
Transverse electric field components act at the gap
input and output (Figure 2). For a rectangular-wave
field distribution transverse momenta obtained by
a particle in the gap are
(e) cPO,f~Pr(O,f) = ± -2· Eg cOS--,m vO,f
the minus referring to input values and the plus to
output values. In terms of these momenta, field
action is commonly interpreted as follows?":
A negative momentum (looking towards the axis)
B Input/Output Transverse Momenta in a Gap
explained by the fact that a potential well could
not be arranged in an electrostatic field. However,
this reasoning disregarded the fact that while
negating a potential well the Earnshaw theorem
does not rule out a potential "trough" in an
electrostatic field. This is exactly what is produced
in a spatially growing field. In rolling down this
trough a particle gains in longitudinal velocity
whereas the transverse motion remains confined.
Another interpretation is possible. A tilted
wave can in general be shown to feature a curved
wave front with the front concave side facing
higher amplitudes. Assuming that the momentum
carried by the wave is perpendicular to the wave
front, two momentum components are obtained,-
one paraxial to accelerate particles longitudinally
and the other directed towards the axis to confine
these particles transversally. This interpretation
naturally leads to an analogy with the Pierce optics
well-known in electrostatic systems." As in the rf
case, the equipotential .surfaces in the Pierce
system are curved to produce a focusing effect.
Axial field growth is a direct consequence of this
field curvature. In these terms, the Pierce optics
may be regarded as a limiting case of an axially
growing wave with a frequency approaching zero.
How then can we explain the well-known de-
focusing of phase-stable particles in a constant-
amplitude ETW from this standpoint? One would
expect a zero transverse momentum transferred
from this wave. The point however is that according
to the Maxwell equations no axisymmetric plane
wave with a phase velocity less than the speed of
light can exist in a medium with £ = 1. Here the
constant-amplitude wave must be convex if viewed
from the higher-energy side. The defocusing effect
is then readily explained in terms of the momentum
component looking away from the axis.
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no reasons to regard accelerating-field growth as a
factor that stipulates focusing.t' " .
The fallacy of this reasoning becomes evident as
soon as one turns to concrete data published
elsewhere.'? The gap rf angle of flight in Ref. 12 is
greater than n radians and the synchr~nousphase
cPs = t(cPso + cPsf) is positive (as mentioned the. rf
phase is referred to the cosine peak and. grows with
time). Under these conditions the field IS decele~at­
ing at both the gap input and output reverslI~g
the entire situation over that taken for granted In
Ref. 26: the input momentum ~PrO is positive and
the output momentum ~Prf is negative so that the
net momentum is negative (looking towards the
axis) since from (11) 1 cos cPsf I is greater than
Icos cPso I with the synchr.onous ~h.ase chosen.. In
other words, the "dynamic effect IS not focusznfJ'
On the other hand, the velocity gain results here In
a reduced focusing momentum at the gap output
so that "static focusing" is in fact a defocusing
phenomenon. Instead; focusing action must be
attributed to the "basic accelerating wave." Ob-
viously, anyone of the above phenomena contra-
dicts the reasoning of Ref. 26 and therefore
disproves its conclusions, p~rticularlyt~at denying
involvement of field growth In the focusing process.
(It should also be added that the proble~ .of
complementing radial stability with phase stability
is entirely ignored in Ref. 26.) .
Then only one conclusion seems plausible: The
velocity gain in the gap and the time variation ofth.e
gap field divorced from all other phen~m~na.fail
to explain the focusing effect so that classifying Into
"static focusing", "dynamic focusing", and "alter-
nating gradient type of self-focusing" in the manner
presented in Ref. 26 is highly condition~land seems
useless in interpreting the effect of simultaneous
RPS.
Another controversy in this simplified approach
can be demonstrated. Let us consider a more
conventional case in which the gap angle of flight
is less than tt radians and focusing and defocusing
momenta are imparted at the gap input and output,
respectively. Remembering that one deals with a
periodic structure, any point of the structure may
by definition be taken as the i~itial point ~f the
structure period. If some sections of the Input
and/or output cell are discarded then only beam
matching and the oscillation amplitude can be
affected and not the decision over stability. So
we take the period origin in the midgap (point B
in Figure 2), one period comprising the relevant
drift tube.
To provide for the netmomentu~pulling ~owards
the axis, one must have (for a positrve particle)
cPsf1 cPs02 (13)Eg1 cos -- < Eg2 cos --
Vf1 V02
with subscripts 1 and 2 referring to the two succes-
sive gaps Band D, respectively (F~gure~a).Taki?g
vf1 ~ V02' inequality Eq. (13) IS satisfied with
Eg1 cos cPsf1 < Eg2 cos cPs02 which obviol~slYfcon-
forms to the conclusion made ear ier rom
McMillan's proof. As stated above, this ineq~ality
can be satisfied by increasing the field axially,
Thus in terms of the above interpretation it is the
axial 'field growth that produces focusing.
Unfortunately, this interpretation is evidently
vulnerable. One has only to consider the above
case of ()Sg = cPsf - cPso > n to see that the s~me
consideration can lead to a reverse conclusion,
namely that field growth contributes to defocusing.
It is seen that whether a particular phenomenon
contributes to or hampers focusing is a matter
of the human factor alone, i.e., of the choice of
initial point for the period, and with this p.oint
chosen it is a matter of the gap rf angle of flight,
This is a direct consequence of considering the sum
of input and output momenta within one period
of structure to be the only factor influencing
radial stability.
7 SOME REMARKS ON PHASE MOTION
So far the discussion has been confined to radial
stability assuming tacitly that the requirements of
phase stability are those commonly used. ~nd are
not violated by meeting the above conditions of
radial stability. In fact, axial field growth improves
phase stability as determined conventionally, due
to additional damping in the equations of phase
oscillations. This damping significantly affects
the nature of phase motion. Now positive syn-
chronous phases and not only negative ones may
be stable, the separatrix (bucket) is basically open,
and the phase trapping region is much larger than
its traditional value 31 cPs 1. 1 3 ,24
8 FOCUSING IN OTHER CASES
Let us see how the above considered focusing effect
in a growing field can be related to other cases of
simultaneous RPS in an accelerating field.
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(Naturally, we omit focusing by a decelerating and
decreasing field since this case is symmetrical to
ours.)
First we take a structure with focusing grids
and suppose that the acceleration process can be
represented as an ETW effect. Focusing in this
structure is commonly attributed to the fact that
the charges in the path of particles violate the
Earnshaw theorem.j ' However, this explanation
seems somewhat inconsistent. Any charge en-
countered by the particles in the. ETW must be
excluded from consideration because such charges
must be represented in the entire set of field
harmonics with the ETW among them, for,
presumably, it is the ETW alone that acts on the
particles. What seems significant is that in applying
the Earnshaw theorem one proceeds implicitly
from an axisymmetric wave. However, grids in the
apertures must affect the ETW structure. A zero
amplitude has to be ascribed to the ETW at the
points associated with grid conductors. (In the
original field, particles will be lost at these points
implying that particles with the same coordinates
cannot be accelerated in the ETW.) This makes the
ETW asymmetric and as such not amenable to
conventional conclusions. Similar considerations
apply to foils because from the viewpoint of the
present discussion, a foil can be regarded as a
limiting case of a grid with vanishing meshes.
We turn now to self-focusing in quadrupolar
and alternating-phase accelerating fields.6 ,8 In
each of these two cases, an ETW similar to that in
a usual axisymmetric structure can be obtained by
taking one accelerating structure period to consist
of two adjacent unit cells (section AE in Figure 2a)
since the averaged motion must be independent of
azimuth. It follows from the above discussion that
the ETW amplitude must then grow longitudinally
to ensure simultaneous RPS. In cases verified by
computer simulation, combined RPS were indeed
obtained with variations of structure parameters
at least qualitatively corresponding to a longi-
tudinal variation of ETW amplitude (Ref. 27,
p. 229; Ref. 28).
9 STABILITY OF EQUATIONS OF
MOTION
Is is seen that the axial variation of accelerating
field is a rather general requirement to ensure RPS
compatibility. The most general reason for this can
be inferred from the following considerations: Small
radial and phase oscillations or their envelopes
for individual particles are generally represented by
expressions of the form
x+ 2ax + Q2 X = 0 (14)
with the ratio between peak gap field and particle
velocity Eg/ f3spresent as a parameter in both a and
Q. 12,13 Stability of these equations is usually based
on the criteria a > 0 and Q2 > 0 (or on their
counterparts from the Floquet theory) valid for an
equation with constant (or strictly periodic as
regards the Floquet theory) coefficients. This is
possible only if E, is a certain function of f3s.
On the other hand, if Eg is constant throughout
the linac then Eg/ f3s falls longitudinally which
results in time-decaying a and Q. -So long as this
decay is not too fast, satisfying the above criteria
ensures oscillatory motion though with an in-
creasing amplitude. However, if the decay rate
of Eg/ f3s surpasses a certain threshold then the
motion becomes non oscillatory and aperiodically
escapes from equilibrium. (Therefore, the assertion
in Ref.26 to the effect that with E g constant through-
out the linac, the radial amplitude varies as
(f3s/(E g cos <Ps))1/2, is not only invalid but may even
be meaningless in view of the non -applicability
of the very concept of amplitude to the relevant
type of motion.) On the other hand, with E,
growing axially the coefficients in Eq. (14) may be
at least time-invariant (or strictly periodic, re-
spectively) which guarantees stability provided that
conventional stability criteria of the type mentioned
above are satisfied. 12
10 STABILITY VS FOCUSING/BUNCHING
In the past we did not discriminate between radial
stability and focusing. In fact, these two concepts
do not quite coincide. In engineering terms,
focusing is in some way or other understood as the
capability of a channel with a given aperture to
pass a beam of particles. Yet this aperture sometimes
varies along the linac. For example, in an experi-
mental linac using alternating-phase focusing 2 8
the aperture increased with length. In general it is
not necessary to meet the conventional stability
criteria to handle a beam in such a channel.
Moreover, the above stability criteria (as well as
any other for that matter) ensure the confinement
of deviations from equilibrium within an infinite
time interval whereas each of the particles is
present in the linac for quite a limited time. For
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instance, in the alternating-phase linac just men-
tioned this time corresponded only to one fourth
of the radial wavelength. In these circumstances
a linac section may be visualized in which (formally)
unstable particles from a rather wide range of
initial values will remain within given bounds while
the same initial values may cause stable particles
to go beyond these permissible bounds.i"
The concept of radial stability is obviously not
identical with the concept of focusing, which also
applies to the concept of phase (longitudinal)
stability as opposed to phasing (bunching). This
implies that combined focusing and phasing as
construed in engineering terms can sometimes be
achieved without field tilt in a linac of a limited
length. (Any other technique for combining radial
stability and phase stability may then be just as
unnecessary, and effective trapping and acceleration
may be achieved in an ordinary structure with a flat
field and a zero synchronous phase.) However, the
variation of acceleration-mode parameters con-
ditionally called spatial field growth, appears
mandatory so long as the concept of stability is
essentially identical with the concepts of focusing
and phasing.
11 CONCLUSIONS
We have considered in detail the assumptions used
in the various proofs and simplified explanations
of the theorem that states incompatibility between
radial stability and phase stability in the accelerat-
ing field of a linac. Common to all these proofs and
explanations is the implicit assumption of constant
acceleration-mode parameters. Simultaneous RPS
become feasible as soon as this assumption is
abandoned which has been verified elsewhere by
more detailed calculations both in a separate
traveling wave and in a more complicated field
distribution of a drift-tube structure.Vr':'
Different illustrative interpretations of the focus-
ing effect in a growing field have been presented.
In terms of traveling-wave acceleration, field growth
produces a potential "trough" so that a particle
rolling down this trough gains in longitudinal
velocity while being stable transversally. An axially
growing wave is analogous to the accelerating/focus-
ing field in the Pierce electrostatic system. In terms
of spatially periodic field distribution, gap-to-gap
field growth may be conceived as ensuring the
focusing momentum in any given unit cell to be
greater than the defocusing momentum in the
preceding unit cell. But this interpretation has
been shown as rather vulnerable. Finally, field
growth can be considered as preventing the time
decay of coefficients in the equations of motion,
thereby providing for the oscillatory character and
stability of motion. On the contrary, in a flat
field these coefficients decay in time which results
in an unstable and sometimes nonoscillatory
motion.
One could be tempted to widely generalize the
field-growth requirement as a necessary condition
of focusing by an accelerating field. However,
field growth appears unnecessary in some realistic
conditions due to the fact that the mathematical
concept of the stability of motion is not identical
with the practical concept of motion boundedness
over a limited time interval.
Certain flaws in the definition of the equivalent
traveling wave together with arbitrariness in
choosing the ETW parameters (the synchronous
phase, the wavelength, etc.) for a given accelerating
structure have been pointed out in passing. Another
ETW definition independent of spatial Fourier
decomposition was put forth. Introduced in this
definition are an equivalent dielectric constant and
equivalent permeability to be accounted for in the
beam dynamics.
Many years ago Academician Mandelshtam
'wrote: "In drawing a conclusion from a theory one
often forgets an idealization assumed and is there-
fore strongly misled "(Ref. 23,p. 62). No less definite
was Feynman's statement on the same subject
some three decades later: "Whenever you see a,
sweeping statement that a tremendous amount can
come from a very small number of assumptions, you
always find that it is false. There are usually a large
number of implied assumptions that are far from
obvious if you think about them sufficiently care-
fully."29 This is just what has happened to the
incompatibility theorem. Its numerous assumptions
present in the various proofs, either have not been
recognized or have in the long run been forgotten.
What actually is a special case took the form of a
"general" principle. Whenever it failed one would
be loath to give it up. Instead ever new reservations
would be added, which certainly hindered the
search for new opportunities. In this light it is
hoped that the present analysis will provide a
somewhat novel approach to the problem of
focusing and phasing in accelerators.
The present study also adds support to the fact
that one must be very cautious of simplified
"illustrative" interpretations of a complex physical
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phenomenon. Just by looking at a slightly different
aspect of a well-known phenomenon, each of the
numerous interpretations could be seen to lead
to a reverse conclusion and to disclose possible
guidelines for combined RPS. Also, the inex-
pediency of classifying the self-focusing effect into
"static", "dynamic" (''velocity"), "alternating-
gradient", etc., types became obvious. The author
therefore realizes that, limited and vulnerable as
any other simplified interpretation, each of the
above-suggested explanations of the focusing effect
in a growing rf field is no more than another step
towards a better understanding and efficient
application of the combined radial and phase
stability.
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